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7.1 Overview of Project Phasing

development of  the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve is expected to 
be constructed in multiple phases to accommodate funding limitations 
and to allow the Park & Preserve to grow into its final form. this phased 
construction approach will allow the later phases to adapt to the lessons 
learned while operating the initial phases and to allow for the appropriate 
level of  expansion based on visitation, demographics, and changing 
priorities. details of  the expected phasing include:

Phase IA - Portal to the Preserve
•	 Parking cell in front of environmental education center, including 

42 parking spaces and two entry gates
•	 Interpretive pier up to the mid-point experience landing including 

two smaller landings in addition to the large mid-level landing. 
approximately 3,119 sq. ft. of decking and pier development 
would be including in this initial construction phase

•	 Environmental education center gateway and trailhead at the 
base of the interpretive pier

07 Implementation Plan

table 7.1: Phase Ia schematic
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Phase I - Portal to the Preserve
•	 Extension of the pier from the mid-point landing to the upper 

building platform. this includes an additional landing as well as 
steps leading up to the landing, which is approximately three 
quarters of the  way up the pier

•	 addition of a set of steps leading from the ground on the western 
end of the parking area to the top of the building platform

•	 Extension of at-grade paths to the set of steps
•	 Loop boardwalk around the environmental education center
•	 one parking cell along Boddeker road for day use activities
•	 Landscape restoration along the northern part of Boddeker road
•	 Landscape restoration around the environmental education 

center

•	 Camp site at the old Loran station location. this includes 
25 raised platforms that serve as the base for canvas-sided 
tents. development includes an entry road, unpaved parking 
area, a raised loop boardwalk, and a restroom facility raised 
approximately 18’ above sea level.

•	 Phase I of the environmental education center includes the 
following: a 3,456 sq.ft. multi-purpose space; catering kitchen; 
staff offices; a gift shop; mechanical room; storage, and 
restrooms. the deck area will include a front and back porch; 
entry deck; event deck; walk area to the viewing tower; and the 
viewing tower itself.

•	 a cistern to capture stormwater runoff from the environmental 
education center

table 7.2: Phase I schematic
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table 7.3: Phase I trails 
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•	 Initial development at seawall trailhead to include small parking 
lot (10 to 15) spaces), a small dock for kayaks and canoes, a 
swimming platform, and entrance to an unpaved path

Phase II – East End Lagoon Environmental Education Center
•	 Parking cell at Crossroads trailhead
•	 second parking cell on the east side of Boddeker road for day 

use activities
•	 Continued landscape restoration along the southern part of 

Boddeker road
•	 Landscape restoration along the beach dunes
•	 Landscape restoration along the shrimp hatchery site

•	 Landscape restoration along the trail cutting diagonally across 
the site

•	 a second major building would be added to the environmental 
education center, resulting in an increase of 6,610 sq. ft. of 
additional interior space, and 4,612 sq. ft. of deck space. the 
interior space will primarily be used as an exhibit/education 
space and is large enough for a variety of uses. In addition, 
staff offices, storage space, and a mechanical equipment room 
is included as part of the interior space. the deck around the 
new building wraps around the west, south, and east sides of 
the building. the area underneath the building will be used as a 
picnic space and for outdoor classrooms.

table 7.4: Phase II schematic
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table 7.5: Phase II trails 
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•	 a second cistern is included in order to capture stormwater 
runoff from the environmental education center.

•	 additional development at the seawall trailhead to include a bait 
shop

•	 development at the noaa hatchery site to include a small 
parking area (10 to 15 spaces).

Phase III – Gulf Coast Discovery Lab
•	 Expanded exhibits, including the ability to accommodate 

traveling exhibits
•	 a third major building is added to the environmental education 

center. approximately 5,088 sq. ft. of interior space is added, as 
well as 2,942 sq.ft. of deck space. the multi-purpose space can 
be used for interpretive displays, classrooms, or other activities. 
other space includes an additional restroom as well as storage 
and a mechanical equipment room. the deck extends around 
the east and south ends of the building, and an events deck is 
located on the west end. the picnic area underneath the building 
will be expanded.

•	 a third cistern is added along the southeast corner of the 
environmental education center

•	 seventeen (17) additional parking spaces are added to the 
parking area adjacent to the environmental education center

Phase IV – Global Perspective
note: this phase is optional and is included purely for planning 
purposes.
•	 the fourth building added to the environmental education center 

will included 4,776 sq. ft. of interior space and 2,852 of deck 
space. the interior space would predominantly be exhibit space, 
with other space being used for a restroom facility, staff offices, 
and a mechanical equipment room. the area underneath the 
building will be used as an outdoor classroom.

•	 a fourth cistern would be added to the environmental education 
center in this phase.

7.2 Implementation Plan

Implementation of  the project as laid out in this master Plan will require 
diligent planning and coordination. Work can be divided into two distinct 
phases; 1) environmental permitting and first phase of  construction, and 
2) subsequent phases of  construction. It is the intent that the project 
will be permitted in the initial phase for ultimate development to allow 
for construction of  subsequent phases without the added expense and 
delay of  new permit applications. the following sections outline the 
recommended course of  action to achieve the successful and timely 
construction of  each phase of  the project. overarching all phases of  
construction is the funding and governance structure for the East End 
Lagoon Park & Preserve. recommendations for this section are discussed 
separately from the design and permitting work, but will need to occur 
simultaneously. 

7.3 Environmental Permitting and First Phase of 
Construction

one of  the reasons that the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve site is so 
exciting as a major public space is the dynamic characteristics of  the 
landscape. Being on the water side of  the seawall ensures that the site 
will be in a constant state of  flux; storm surges, tidal changes, shifting 
sands, strong winds, and other natural processes will continuously shape 
the site. the environmentally sensitive nature of  the site, including valuable 
wetland and coastal resources, also means that significant up-front effort 
will be required to meet all regulatory and permitting requirements. 

Work conducted or structures built below the high tide line are subject to 
section 10 of  the rivers and Harbors act and a department of  the army 
(doa) permit is required. also, the discharge of  dredged or fill material 
below the high tide line or into Waters of  the united states, including 
adjacent wetlands is subject to section 404 of  the Clean Water act and 
a doa permit is required. In order to submit a doa permit application, a 
preliminary footprint of  development and assessment of  impact must be 
determined. small variations in the impacts to Waters of  the united sates, 
including wetlands, between the permitted impact and the constructed 
impact are allowed. However, if  the ultimate design results in a significant 
increase in impact, then the permit process could start over, postponing 
construction until a new permit is issued. For this reason, the permit 
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application process and site design process are intricately linked. several 
efforts will need to be performed simultaneously in order to permit and 
design Phase Ia and Phase I of  this project and all subsequent phases. 

these include:
•	 Environmental studies (described in the following sections) must 

be performed to delineate wetland areas and develop mitigation 
and restoration plans. results of these studies will be used to 
determine the final location of all structures and the design and 
location of all trail networks and restoration projects. 

•	 refined conceptual design of the entire, fully phased, Park & 
Preserve, based on the findings of the environmental studies. 
this conceptual design needs to include a detailed development 
footprint, including all structures, parking facilities, trails, piers, 
boardwalks, restoration projects, and associated fill into Waters 
of the united states, including wetlands. this development 
footprint is required for submission of the doa permit application.  
the project must be developed to minimize impacts to the 
jurisdictional areas.

•	 detailed design of Phase Ia and Phase I including final 
construction documents. as the permit application is completed, 
it will be possible to shift from the conceptual design of the fully 
phased Park & Preserve to the detailed design of the initial phase 
of construction. detailed design work can be performed while 
the permit application is being reviewed by the u.s. army Corps 
of Engineers and other applicable agencies.

the environmental permitting process and requirements are detailed in 
the sections below. 

7.4 Environmental Permitting Process

due to the preserve’s location on galveston Island, its sensitive and 
valuable wetland and coastal resources, and the extent of  proposed 
development, the Park & Preserve will require a (doa) Permit. this permit 
is administered by the u.s. army Corps of  Engineers (usaCE), and is 
coordinated with the state of  texas general Land officer (gLo), texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality (tCEQ), texas Parks and Wildlife 

department (tPWd), state Historic Preservation officer (sHPo), and with 
other Federal agencies such as the u.s. Fish and Wildlife service (usFWs), 
u.s. Environmental Protection agency (EPa), and the national marine 
Fisheries service (nmFs). the usaCE currently has a memorandum of  
agreement with the tCEQ so that if  a tCEQ and usaCE permit is needed, 
then a joint permitting process can occur. other permits, such as building 
permits from the City of  galveston and galveston County will also be 
required, but these permits do not require the same level of  effort as the 
doa permit and do not have lengthy review processes.

Work required to submit the doa permit will include the completion of  
all required environmental studies, the conceptual design of  the fully 
phased East End Lagoon Park & Preserve based on the findings of  the 
environmental studies, and the completion of  the doa permit application.  
a pre-application consultation meeting will need to be held with the 
galveston district of  the usaCE at the beginning of  this process. this 
meeting will introduce the usaCE and resource agencies to the proposed 
project, review the permitting process and requirements for the permittee, 
and identify any specific environmental or regulatory issues that the 
resource agencies may be concerned about. additional coordination with 
the u.s. Coast guard, Federal Emergency management agency (FEma), 
national oceanic and atmospheric administration (noaa), nmFs, and the 
department of  the Interior, will need to occur in this phase as is required in 
the deed restrictions for the East End Lagoon properties.

subsequent or concurrent work required to construct Phase Ia and 
Phase I of  this project includes the detailed design and development of  
construction documents necessary to bid and construct the Phase Ia 
project. 

Department of Army Permit
to add fill to Waters of  the united states, a doa permit is needed. Per 
section 404 of  the Clean Water act, discharge of  dredged or fill material 
into Waters of  the united states, tidal wetlands adjacent to Waters of  the 
united states, and fresh or brackish wetlands adjacent to tidal wetlands 
is regulated. the doa permit is coordinated with other resource agencies 
and state and federal regulators. the two doa permit types that are 
most used are nationwide permits and individual permits. nationwide 
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permits are traditionally easier to obtain and require less time for review. In 
addition, nationwide permits do not require public input, as is required for 
an individual permit. nationwide permits are commonly used for projects 
with small impacts to Waters of  the united states (less than one third of  an 
acre) or for projects which are very specific in scope. However, nationwide 
permits are typically not allowed for tidal areas, non-tidal wetlands 
adjacent to tidal waters, or for pilings which support buildings, building 
pads, or parking areas. therefore, it is likely a doa individual permit will 
be required for the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve. 

the process for obtaining a doa individual permit is lengthy and 
typically takes between 12 and 24 months depending on the complexity 
of  the project and the sensitivity of  the ecosystems to be impacted. It is 
possible that an Environmental Impact statement (EIs) or a Environment 
assessment (Ea) will be required as a secondary submittal in the permit 
process. However, this is often dependent on the ultimate sources of  
funding as federally or state funded projects often require an EIs  or Ea 
while locally or privately funded projects typically do not.

Environmental Studies and Associated Required Design Work
In order to submit a doa permit application, a preliminary footprint of  
development and assessment of  project impact must be determined. 
small variations in the impacts to Waters of  the united sates, including 
wetlands, between the permitted impact and the constructed impact are 
allowed. However, if  the ultimate design results in a significant increase in 
impact, then the permit process could start over, postponing construction 
until a new permit is issued.

as expected impacts will increase only marginally in each phase, and 
as the majority of  ecosystem restoration and site work will be occurring 
in the initial phases of  construction, it is recommended that the project 
be permitted for the fully phased East End Lagoon Park & Preserve. this 
will likely allow all subsequent construction to occur without the added 
expense and delay of  a new doa permit. the development plan, as 
outlined in this master Plan, will need to be updated in order to account 
for the findings of  the environmental studies. as part of  the doa permit 
application, the following studies will need to be completed to meet the 
requirements of  the usaCE and other applicable agencies. additional 

studies may be required depending upon comments provided during the 
pre-application consultation meeting with the usaCE and other resource 
agencies or during the public notice period for the permit.

the permit will likely have an expiration date by which the project and all 
necessary mitigation must be completed.  depending on the schedule, 
the permit may expire before all phases are complete.  If  this occurs, 
additional coordination with the usaCE and other agencies may be 
required to extend the permit.

Delineation of Waters of the United States
this study will include a mean high water survey that demarks jurisdiction 
of  Waters of  the united states and a Wetland delineation study to 
delineate and define all adjacent jurisdictional wetland areas including 
tidal wetlands and fresh water or brackish wetlands.

Functions and Services Assessment
this study will assess the functions and services of  all wetland and non-
wetland areas inside the Park & Preserve. as part of  the impact mitigation 
plan, it will be necessary to catalog the functions and services that would 
be lost due to the construction of  the project and to develop compensatory 
mitigation through enhancement, restoration, or creation of  wetland 
resources on-site or off-site. this analysis will serve as the foundation for 
all environmental restoration efforts at the Park & Preserve and is required 
for development of  the Conceptual mitigation Plan.

Conceptual Mitigation Plan
this analysis builds upon the Functions and services assessment to 
develop a detailed plan for the enhancement, restoration, or creation of  
high value wetland resources to offset the functions and services lost in 
development of  the project.

Threatened and Endangered Species and Essential Fish Habitat 
Assessment
this survey, using usFWs and nmFs protocols, will determine if  there are 
any threatened or endangered species or essential fish habitats that could 
be potentially affected by the proposed project.  
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Historic and Cultural (Archeological) Resources Study
this study will include coordination with the sHPo, an archaeological 
records search, cultural resources identification, and site survey to assess 
the potential for historic and cultural resources which may be affected by 
the proposed project. If  such resources are found, the sHPo may require 
additional investigations.

Section 401 Water Quality Certification and Alternatives Analysis
section 401 of  the Federal Clean Water act requries that all projects 
involving discharges of  dredged or fill material into the Waters of  the united 
states must comply with state water quality standards, as defined by the 
tCEQ. Work required to meet this certification will include development of  
a detailed plan outlining steps to be taken to avoid or mitigate impacts to 
water quality and the completion of  an alternatives analysis to demonstrate 
the process used to select the ultimate design and water quality controls. 

7.5 Subsequent Phases of Construction

subsequent phases of  construction will be easier to design and construct 
as all major environmental permitting will have been addressed during 
the initial phase of  construction. Furthermore, due to the presence of  this 
master Plan and completed construction documents for the previous phase 
or phases, concept definition for each subsequent phase will have already 
been developed. However, as the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve grows 
into its final form, small changes in space and programming needs to 
meet changing priorities may require changes to the concept as present 
in this master Plan.

design work for each subsequent phase, including the development of  
full sets of  construction documents, is expected to require approximately 
6 to 14 months to complete. all subsequent construction shall utilize the 
same architectural standards and materials selection as used in previous 
phases in order to seamlessly merge with the existing construction. 

7.6 Funding and Governance Structure

among the issues that need to be addressed to implement the design 
recommendations in this plan are: governance, development process, 

and funding. the process of  defining the structure of  governance and the 
fund-raising plan should start immediately.

Governance
governance refers to ownership of  the project, the physical resources 
that will make up the project, and the responsibility for ongoing operations 
the ownership and governance of  the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve
should be vested in an independent entity whose express purpose is 
the fund raising and operation of  both the park and the environmental 
education center. such an arrangement will permit the Park & Preserve to:

•	 Bring together the varying interests of all elements associated 
with galveston, barrier islands, and the gulf Coast

•	 solicit capital and operating funds from a variety of public, 
institutional and private sources more effectively than any 
individual interest

•	 retain all operating revenues (admission revenues, etc.) to pay 
for the cost of the Park & Preserve’s operations (as opposed to 
being applied to other functions of a parent organization)

•	 make proper expenditures for marketing
•	 Ensure complete control over site and facility maintenance and a 

high standard of visitor services
•	 Permit staffing practices (including part-time and seasonal staff) 

and pay scales that are realistic in the marketplace
•	 allow for timely decision-making by the board of trustees and 

the director
•	 Permit purchasing procedures to be tailored to the specific 

needs of the Park & Preserve

7.7 Type of Organization

aECom recommends that development and operations of  the East End 
Lagoon Park & Preserve be vested in a non-profit organization, specifically 
one qualifying under section 501(c)(3) of  the Internal revenue Code. this 
is a type of  corporation widely used by museums and cultural attractions. 
advantages of  a section 501(c)(3) corporation include the following:
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•	 tax exempt status confers several benefits:
•	 the Park & Preserve is exempt from federal and state income 

taxes on any potential operating surplus resulting from admission 
fees and other income

•	 donors to the Park & Preserve can receive personal federal 
income tax deductions for donations made to the 501(c)(3) tax-
exempt organization. also, for persons with large estates, a 
complete federal estate tax exemption is available for bequests 
made to a 501(c)(3) organization.

•	 generally, tax–exempt government foundations (such as the 
national endowments for the arts and the Humanities) as well 
as private foundations are required by their own operating rules 
and Irs regulations to donate their funds to 501©(3) tax-exempt 
organizations.

•	 as a corporation, the Park & Preserve can enter into contracts as 
a separate entity.

•	 the formality and structure provided by the articles of 
incorporation, the bylaws, board resolutions, etc. would furnish 
structure and procedures for decision-making and dispute 
resolution.

•	 miscellaneous advantages of a 501©(3) non-profit corporation 
include lower postal rates on bulk mailings and eligibility for public 
service announcements (Psa’s). non-profits are the exclusive 
beneficiaries of free radio and television Psa’s provided by local 
media outlets.

Governing Body
the board of  directors of  the non-profit corporation will constitute the 
Park & Preserve’s board of  trustees. Board membership should include 
representatives of  the galveston community, including citizens who have 
been instrumental to the process of  making the Park & Preserve concept a 
reality. It is important that the board include local representation, and that 
the skills of  the board include not only subject interests, but knowledge of  
good business management and fund-raising skills. Board membership 
can include ex-officio representatives of  supporting organizations, 
including government officials.

Steps to Creation of a Governing Organization
the steps to creation of  a governing organization are as follows

•	 File the certificate of incorporation
•	 select individuals to serve on the board of directors
•	 develop vision and mission statements
•	 Establish bylaws and board policies
•	 obtain an employer identification number (EIn)
•	 open a bank account and establish check signing procedures
•	 File for federal tax exemption (and state exemption if necessary)
•	 secure office space for organization
•	 recruit initial staff: Executive director (Full-time); Fundraising 

manager (Full-time); administrative assistant (Full-time), 
and grant Writer (Contract). these could be paid or volunteer 
positions.

•	 develop an overall fundraising plan

7.8 Development Process

the following paragraphs identify the principal actions which would need 
to be taken in the development of  the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve.

Creation of Non-Profit Corporation
a non-profit 501(c)(3) corporation should be created which can pursue 
implementation of  the project and is legally empowered to accept grants 
and donations. a first action of  the corporation would be securing initial 
funding to hire key staff  including fundraising/development staff, and to 
continue with the planning process.

Overall Funding Strategy
the next step will be to develop an overall funding structure for the 
attraction, identifying the major sources of  funds to be pursued for 
development of  the Center. Provision will need to be made not only for 
capital development funds, but also for an endowment or other source of  
annual support for the Park & Preserve.

Fundraising
Following the completion of  an interpretive master plan, a formal fundraising 
campaign should be undertaken. this must be comprehensive and broad 
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based, including local, state and federal sources, corporate and major 
individual donors, and smaller individual donations. Contact with selected 
strategic funding sources should start at the earliest possible opportunity 
and not wait until completion of  the master plan.

Exhibit and Building Design
the schematic designs for the building and exhibits would be carried 
forward into design development. For the exhibits, design development 
would include content development and media script outlines.

Environmental Studios
there may be opportunities to utilize the facilities at the East End Lagoon 
Park & Preserve for training facilities or for an environmental studio to be 
used by other organizations. 

Construction and Fabrication
this final stage would cover the implementation of  exhibit and building 
designs, including building construction, artifact acquisition, exhibit 
fabrication, media production, graphic production and exhibit installation.

Environmental Permitting
Environmental studies required for permitting include wetlands delineation, 
functions and services assessment, threatened and endangered species 
assessment, essential fish habitat assessment, historic and cultural 
resources study, section 401 water quality certification, development of  
the conceptual mitigation plan, and other smaller studies. also included 
in this section is the doa permit application preparation and permit 
coordination. If  directed by the Corps of  Engineers, and Environmental 
assessment (Ea) or Environmental Impact study (EIs) may also be 
required to receive Corps approval for this project. the ultimate cost of  
this environmental work is dependent on the project specific requirements 
and the determined need for an Ea or EIs.”

7.9  Funding Strategies

the financial analysis identified an operating deficit or funding gap 
between earned income and the annual operating budget on three of  the 
four proposed phases for the Park & Preserve. this gap, in turn, suggests 
the need to pursue multiple sources of  funding to make up the difference. 

Funding sources used by other institutions that have relevance to the East 
End Lagoon Park & Preserve are previewed below.

Endowment
the importance of  an endowment as a key piece of  an overall funding 
strategy cannot be overstated. Funding of  some level of  endowment is 
built into the requirements for an initial capital campaign. the advantage 
of  an endowment is that it provides a funding base, and once in place, it 
can be a relatively permanent source of  funding. For example, figuring a 
5 percent return on invested funds, each $1,000,000 in endowment would 
yield some $50,000 in support.

Public Appropriations
For the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve, the benefits to the City of  
galveston and Harris County are significant. the fact that the city and 
county both benefit should translate into direct financial support. 
mechanisms that have been used successfully to convey annual operating 
support have included dedication of  portions of  selected tax revenues, 
usually transient occupancy tax; direct payments based on number of  
students who visit the site and environmental education center and 
participate in programs, and/or direct annual appropriations.

Public Grants
there are many public grants that are typically administered at the state 
level, and include programs that disperse funds coming from the federal 
government, as well as programs that originate at the state level. the 
majority of  grants would go to support capital projects associated with 
museum development, while some could support operations and specific 
programs. Examples of  capital grants include those available through 
the national Endowment for the arts. at the state level, grants to support 
aspects of  operations and capital projects are available through various 
economic development programs.

Corporate/Institutional Grants
Corporations and foundations can provide the Park & Preserve with capital 
and operational funding for projects that satisfy their criteria for charitable 
giving. History, preservation, education, and environment are areas that 
would be the focus of  the Park & Preserve’s programs and are prime 
areas of  corporate and institutional interest. success in tapping these 
sources involves understanding the donor’s requirements and needs, and 
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tailoring a responsive proposal that links these needs to a specific project 
or program.

Corporate Sponsorship and Advertising
Corporate sponsorship and advertising involve operational funding 
that is paid to a cultural attraction in return for establishing a linkage 
between the institution and the corporation. this linkage can be achieved 
through theidentification of  the corporation as an underwriter of  an event 
or program or for the institution in general. Placement of  some level of  
appropriate signage identify the corporate sponsor is typically required. 
For the East End Lagoon Park & Preserve, environmental organizations 
and agencies would be prime candidates to provide this type of  ongoing 
support.

Naming Rights
this technique, which was pioneered with sports facilities, has been 
embraced by many. an individual, corporation or foundation can affix a 
name to the environmental education center or a portion of  the site in 
exchange for a capital contribution to cover a substantial part, if  not all, 
of  the capital investment. naming rights can be for a limited period or 
open-ended. more sophisticated deals involve the naming partner to also 
contribute to the upkeep or operation of  the specific element bearing its 
name.

Annual Giving
a tradition fund raising technique used by non-profit organizations is 
the annual giving campaign. It can provide some measure of  support, 
but by and large, is expensive to conduct. also, this type funding effort 
is extremely competitive, and the typical donor has a list of  “preferred 
causes” that is often difficult to break into.

Ancillary development
If  permitted by market conditions, ancillary development, or development 
of  complementary, commercial uses, can be an important source of  
operational funding support. major living history museums such as 
Colonial Williamsburg and mystic seaport benefit substantial form this 
type of  support on a fairly broad scale. others, like Conner Prairie, focus 
on specific strengths such as catering for functions that recognize market 
conditions as well as competitive strengths.

7.10  Potential Funding Mechanisms

there are a number of  federal, state, and local capital and operating 
grants and financing programs available for the East End Lagoon Park & 
Preserve. the following are just some of  the possibilities that should be 
explored:

Conservation Project Support
Funded through the Institute of  museum and Library services (ImLs), the 
Conservation Project support (CPs) program funds the conservation of  
museum collections. the CPs program provides matching grants to help 
museums conserve four types of  collections- nonliving, natural history/ 
anthropology, living plants, and living animals. the grant money helps 
museums recognize their conservation needs and priorities and helps 
them instill sound conservation practices. the Park & Preserve may use 
CPs grants to assist in a general and/or detailed conservation survey, 
environmental survey, environmental improvements, treatment, repair and 
stabilization activities, basic environmental monitoring equipment and 
conservation supplies, overhead costs, and staff  training in collection 
care. CPs awards grants up to $150,000 and require a 1:1 match.

The Annenberg Foundation
the annenberg Foundation provides support for projects within its 
grantmaking interest areas of  education and youth development; arts, 
culture and humanities; civic and community; health and human services; 
and animal services and the environment.

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
outdoor recreation grants. this program provides 50% matching grant 
funds to municipalities, counties, muds and other local units of  government 
with a population less than 500,000 to acquire and develop parkland or 
to renovate existing public recreation areas. there will be two funding 
cycles per year with a maximum award of  $500,000. Eligible sponsors 
include cities, counties, muds, river authorities, and other special districts. 
Projects must be completed within three years of  approval. application 
deadlines are January 31st and July 31st each year (the master plans 
submission deadline is 60 days prior to application deadline). award 
notifications occur 6 months after deadlines.
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Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
recreational trail grants. tPWd administers the national recreational 
trails Fund in texas under the approval of  the Federal Highway 
administration (FHWa). this federally funded program receives its funding 
from a portion of  federal gas taxes paid on fuel used in non-highway 
recreational vehicles. the grants can be up to 80% of  project cost with a 
maximum of  $200,000 for non-motorized trail grants and currently there is 
not a maximum amount for motorized trail grants. Funds can be spent on 
both motorized and non-motorized recreational trail projects such as the 
construction of  new recreational trails, to improve existing trails, to develop 
trailheads or trailside facilities, and to acquire trail corridors. application 
deadline is may 1st each year.

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department
Land & Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) grants. tPWd administers 
the texas apportionments of  LWCF through the texas recreation Park 
account. If  you are applying for an Indoor grant, outdoor grant, or small 
Community grant, tPWd may consider the application for LWCF funding. 
a separate application is not required.

Texas General Land Office (GLO)
Coastal Erosion Protection responce act (CEPra) grants are made 
availible to coastal communities by the gLo for the purpose of  erosion 
control and protection

Texas GLO
Coastal Impact assessment Program (CIaP) grants are made availble to 
coastal communities by the gLo for sites that have suffered erosion on 
other serve storm impacts.  these grants require that the projects included 
restoration. 

Albert and Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundation
the Herzstein Foundation, by means of  its grant program, continues 
the work of  albert and Ethel Herzstein and leaves their “footprints” by 
supporting charitable efforts that offer individuals opportunities for 
advancement through education, enrichment of  the human spirit, and 

contribute to the quality of  life in our society. the Foundation seeks to 
fund organizations impacting the greater Houston-galveston area. the 
Foundation does fund grants outside of  this area on occasion.

Embrey Family Foundation
the Embrey Family Foundation strongly believes in building healthy vibrant 
communities for all people. they do this by investing in programs that enrich 
and empower families and societies, and that educate and make people 
more aware of  the human condition. the Foundation strives to enhance 
the work that provides solutions and upward movement for our fellow 
citizens. toward that end, the Foundation makes grants to the following 
areas: Human services, Human rights, arts & Culture, Education, animal 
services, Environment. all grant requests are by invitation only.

Exelon Corporation - IL, PA, TX, NJ, MD, MA.
In 2008, Exelon Corporation made over 3,000 grants totaling more than 
$25 million to non-profit organizations. their employees donated nearly $4 
million for the annual united Way campaign. the focus of  the corporate 
giving in four areas and give to the communities in which we live and serve 
and encourage our employees to support the organizations that they value. 
areas of  funding interest include Education, Environment, neighborhood 
development, arts & Culture.

Greater Texas Foundation
the foundation specific purposes are (1) to engage in educational 
activities for the benefit of  students attending school in the state of  texas 
and/or students who are residents of  the state of  texas and (2) to provide
educational funding through loans, scholarships, and other means. the 
foundation is especially interested in partnering with private foundations, 
public charities or other non-profit organizations whose primary purpose
and programs are education-related. Proposals requesting funds to 
match federal, state, or other foundation grants for programs related to the 
greater texas Foundation’s focus areas are encouraged.

Harris and Eliza Kempner Fund
the Harris and Eliza kempner Fund has deep roots in galveston, where 
the family and its businesses have flourished, beginning with Harris 
kempner’s arrival in 1868. annually more than 90% of  the Fund’s grants 
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are awarded to organizations that benefit the people of  galveston. the 
grants cover the broad areas of  arts, humanities and historic preservation, 
community development, education, health, and human services.

Magnolia Trust
the magnolia trust is a small, limited-term family foundation which 
supports non-profit groups working to protect habitat and wildlife in texas, 
as well as other environmental topics selected by the trustees.

Moody Foundation
In 1996, the Foundation opened its first office outside of  galveston to 
assist in the grantmaking process for most of  texas. 

USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Conservation
Innovation Grants.
Conservation Innovation grants (CIg) is a voluntary program intended 
to stimulate the development and adoption of  innovative conservation 
approaches and technologies while leveraging Federal investment in 
environmental enhancement and protection, in conjunction with agricultural 
production. under CIg, Environmental Quality Incentives Program funds 
are used to award competitive grants to non-Federal governmental or 
nongovernmental organizations, tribes, or individuals. CIg enables nrCs 
to work with other public and private entities to accelerate technology 
transfer and adoption of  promising technologies and approaches to 
address some of  the nation’s most pressing natural resource concerns. 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Environmental Education
Grants
the grants Program sponsored by EPa’s Environmental Education 
division (EEd), office of  Children’s Health Protection and Environmental 
Education, supports environmental education projects that enhance the 
public’s awareness, knowledge, and skills to help people make informed 
decisions that affect environmental quality. EPa awards grants each year 
based on funding appropriated by Congress.

The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
the tCEQ receives two types of  federal grant funding: discretionary 
(Project) and Continuation (Formula). the agencies primary grantor is the 
u.s. Environmental Protection agency (EPa), however, they also receive 

grant awards from other federal agencies such as the department of  
Homeland security (dHs), department of  defense (dod), and u.s. 
department of  Commerce (doC). When appropriate, a portion of  a 
federal grant awarded to the tCEQ may be made available for sub-
award to eligible recipients. the sub-award process is initiated by 
agency program staff  designated as grant managers and submitted to 
management for approval.

TogetherGreen
the togethergreen Innovation grants Program, which is an alliance 
between the national audubon society and toyota, supports creative and 
ambitious projects that engage diverse communities and find innovative 
solutions to environmental challenges. togethergreen one-year grants 
fund projects that: (1) Conserve or restore habitat and protect species, 
improve water quality or quantity, and reduce the threat of  global warming; 
(2) Engage new and diverse audiences in conservation actions; and 
(3) Inspire and use innovative approaches and technologies to engage 
people and achieve conservation results. Innovation grants awards go 
to organizations in the audubon network, working with partners in their 
communities, who have the passion, commitment, and vision to move 
people to take action and achieve lasting conservation results.

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation Keystone Initiatives Grants
Program
the mission of  the national Fish and Wildlife Foundation is to sustain, 
restore, and enhance the nation’s fish, wildlife, plants, and habitats. 
through the keystone Initiatives grants Program, the Foundation awards 
matching grants in the categories of  bird conservation, fish conservation, 
marine and coastal conservation, and wildlife and habitat conservation. 
Prospective applicants should contact the targeted category’s keystone 
director to discuss project ideas prior to submitting proposals in order to 
help ensure the relevance of  funding requests. 

Gulf Coast Oil Spill Fund
the gulf  Coast oil spill Fund serves as a conduit between the donor 
community and nonprofit partners. through the gulf  Coast oil spill 
Fund, philanthropic dollars are put back into the affected communities 
by making emergency grants to nonprofit organizations that aid victims 
of  the oil spill.
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7.11  Construction Cost Estimates
Phase IA Construction Cost 
                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                 
     Unit cost  Quantity Cost          
Architecture        
Pier and decking        $125  2519 sf  $314,875 
viewing platform (covered) along pier      $200     600 sf  $120,000 
gateway structure at base of  pier  $33,000        1 ea   $33,000
      
      Total $467,875 
      
Site Development     
un-paved trails adjacent to parking              $1.50   2940 lf      $4,410
Landscape restoration                    $10,000            1 ac   $10,000 
unpaved parking in front of        $2.50                12800 sf    $32,000
Environmental education center
Parking gates (automated)    $20,000        2  ea   $40,000 
site grading     $15,000        1  sf    $15,000 
Lighting      $50,000        1   $50,000 
Benches        $1,500        8  ea   $12,000
      
      Total $163,410 
      
Interpretation   
Identity and Wayfinding Signage:      $75,000 
two medium-scale custom designed graphical
freestanding signage elements at additional locations
($50,000).  Includes pedestrian and vehicular
directional and wayfinding signage. does not include
room/space identity signage or trailside interpretive signage 
     
Arrival and Orientation Pavilion:     $75,000 
assumes approximately 2,000 sf  covered exterior space.
approximately 250 sf  of  “active exhibit space” at $250/ft.
mix of  freestanding exterior-grade graphics and simple
tactile or mechanical interactives.  Includes built-in or
fixed-location bench seating. does not include lighting or
site infrastructure.
     
Small Experience Pier Interpretive Landings    $28,000 
two  landings, approximately 350 sf  each. mix of
rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple tactile
or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting tubes or
viewing aids, etc. approximately 25 lf  of  exhibit/graphic
rails at each landing, 75 lf  total, at $500/lf. mounting occurs
directly to architectural rails. Includes built-in or
fixed-location bench seating

  
Large Experience Pier Interpretive Landing     

$40,000 
assumes approximately 1,500 sf  covered exterior space.
a mix of  rail mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple
tactile or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting tubes
or viewing aids, etc. approximately 75 lf  of  exhibit/graphic
rails at $500/lf.  mounting occurs directly to architectural rails.
does not include seating (assumes seating is incorporated
into architectural structure), lighting, or site infrastructure. 
  
Preserve Gateways/Trailheads      

$60,000 
Clusters of  one custom designed freestanding modular
multi-surface display unit, four installations total during
this project phase. a mix of  exterior-grade graphics and
simple tactile or mechanical interactives. does not include
trail construction or site infrastructure.      

Interpretive Shelters/Blinds      $15,000 
one simple, shaded sheds or platforms, approximately 300 sf
each. a mix of  exterior-grade graphics and unmagnified
sighting tubes or viewing aids mounted directly to
architectural elements.  does not include structures. 
     
Trailside Interpretation       $15,000 
Individual freestanding exterior graphic rails, nPs
standard wayside units or equivalent, 10 units total during this project phase   
  
    Interpretation total      $308,000 
         
Total Construction Cost - Phase IA                  $ 939,285 
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Phase I Construction Cost
                                                                                                                                                     
         Unit cost  Quantity     Cost         
Architecture     
Interior space            $385  7,140 sf   $2,748,900 
Exterior walkways/porches/deck         $150  3,256 sf      $488,400
uncovered 
Exterior walkways/porches/deck          $200  3,000 sf      $600,000
covered 
Interpretive pier            $125  3,000 sf      $375,000 
viewing tower (with lift)   $120,000         1 ea     $120,000 
tent Platforms w/ tents       $3,500       25 ea        $87,500
raised restrooms           $200     450 sf        $90,000
Cistern       $10,000         1 ea       $10,000
      
      Total      $4,519,800 
      
Site Development     
un-paved trails near          $1.50  42000 lf        $63,000
Environmental education center
unpaved parking off  of  Boddeker rd        $2.50   10200 sf        $25,500 
raised boardwalk around       $15.00     9000 lf      $135,000
environmental education center
Landscape restoration along                 $10,000.00          15 ac       150,000
Boddeker rd and within site
Landscape restoration around               $10,000.00         2 ac       $20,000
environmental education center
site grading          $8,000          5 ac       $40,000
 
Camp site at LORAN Station      
Entry road         $15.00       900 sf        $13,500 
unpaved parking             $3.00     7650 sf        $22,950 
raised boardwalk          $15.00       500 lf          $7,500 
seawall trailhead                $41,000.00           1 ea       $41,000 
Big reef  - first half  of  trails               $40,000.00           1 ea       $40,000
and platforms 
unpaved trails throughout site          $1.50   25000 lf        $37,500 
site utilities                 $50,000.00           1       $50,000    
      
     Total                           $645,950
      
Interpretation     
Park & Preserve Identity and Wayfinding Signage      $125,000 
one large-scale custom designed graphical and dimensional
signage element installed on environmental education center
building ($50,000). two medium-scale custom designed graphical
freestanding signage elements at additional locations ($50,000).
Includes pedestrian and vehicular directional and wayfinding
signage. does not include room/space identity signage or
trailside interpretive signage. 

     

Small Experience Pier Interpretive Landings         $14,000 
one landing, approximately 350 sf  in size. mix of  rail-mounted
exterior-grade graphics and simple tactile or mechanical
interactives, unmagnified sighting tubes or viewing aids,
etc. approximately 25 lf  of  exhibit/graphic rails at each landing,
75 lf  total, at $500/lf. mounting occurs directly to
architectural rails. Includes built-in or fixed-location bench seating.
  
Observation Tower            $25,000 
assumes approximately 500 sf  covered exterior space.
a mix of  rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple
tactile or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting tubes or 
viewing aids, etc. approximately 50 lf  of  exhibit/graphic rails at
$500/lf. mounting occurs directly to architectural rails. 
    
Welcome and Advance Organizer Decks         $95,000 
assumes approximately 800 sf  exterior space. approximately
250 sf  of  “active exhibit space” at $250/ft. a mix of  freestanding
and rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple tactile
or mechanical interactives.  approximately 60 lf  of
exhibit/graphic rails at $500/lf.  mounting occurs directly to
architectural rails. Includes built-in or fixed-location bench
seating.  does not include lighting or infrastructure.  
    
Events Deck/Interpreted Views          $30,000 
assumes approximately 800 sf  covered exterior space.
a mix of  rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple tactile
or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting tubes or viewing
aids, etc..  approximately 60 lf  of  exhibit/graphic rails at $500/lf.
mounting occurs directly to architectural rails. 
     
Preserve Gateways/Trailheads        $100,000 
Clusters of  two custom designed freestanding modular
multi-surface display units, four installations total during
this project phase. a mix of  exterior-grade graphics and simple
tactile or mechanical interactives. does not include trail
construction or site infrastructure. 
  
Interpretive Shelters/Blinds           $45,000 
simple, shaded sheds or platforms, approximately 300 sf
each, three installations total during this project phase.
does not include structures
     
a mix of  exterior-grade graphics and unmagnified sighting
tubes or viewing aids mounted directly to architectural elements    
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Trailside Interpretation           $15,000 
Individual freestanding exterior graphic rails, nPs standard
wayside units or equivalent, 10 units total during this project phase 
  
Adventure Play Zone         $200,000 
assumes 2,000 sf  of  covered exterior space. assumes 1,000 sf
of  “active exhibit space” at $200/sf. Includes etched and colored
concrete, inlay elements, interactive water features. Includes
exterior grade graphics, dimensional elements and climbing
structures. does not include potable water service to site. 
     
Portable Interpretive Devices          $10,000 
a mix of  individual “dive card” style laminated graphics and
“discovery packs” containing field guides, naturalists’ tools, etc.
does not include personal digital devices.  
    
Themed Retail            $25,000 
assumes approximately 250 sf  of  fully climate controlled interior
space. Includes interior wall surfaces and graphic treatments, point
of  purchase graphics, and cash/wrap graphics. does not include
retail fixtures or furnishings, or lighting.      
        
    Interpretation Total      $684,400    
     

Total Construction Cost - Phase I  $5,849,750 

   

              

Phase II Cost (Construction Only)
                                                                                                                                             
       Unit cost          Quantity    Cost
Architecture     
Interior space          $350.00  6610  $2,313,500 
Exterior walkways/porches/deck       $150.00  4612     $691,800 
Cistern    $10,000.00        1       $10,000     
      
      Total  $3,005,300 
      
Site Development     
un-paved trails              $1.50  48000 lf        $72,000 
unpaved parking at Crossroads          $2.50  10200 sf        $25,500
trailhead 
unpaved parking off  of  Boddeker           $2.50  10200 sf        $25,500 
raised boardwalk           $15.00  14000 lf       $210,000 
Landscape restoration along southern $10,000.00         2 ac       $20,000
part of  Boddeker rd 
Landscape restoration  $10,000.00        5 ac       $50,000 
along beach dunes
Landscape restoration along  $10,000.00         2 ac       $20,000
noaa hatchery
Landscape restoration  $10,000.00         6 ac       $60,000
along diagonal trail
unpaved parking at noaa           $2.50    8000 sf        $20,000
hatchery
site grading       $8,000.00                5 ac       $40,000 
Bait shop      $20,000.00         1       $20,000 
Big reef  - rest of  trails and platforms $65,000.00         1        $65,000 
additional unpaved trails           $1.50  25000 lf        $37,500 
      
      Total     $665,500 
      
Interpretation     
Environmental education center Gallery           $875,000 
assumes approximately 4,000 sf  of  enclosed,
fully climate-controlled space.  assumes approximately
2,500 sf  of  “active exhibitry” at $350/sf. a mix of  graphics,
simple tactile or mechanical interactives, artifact or object
displays, dimensional environments, natural history models
and dioramas, audiovisual programs, and interactive multimedia.
Includes casual seating and specialty exhibit lighting. does
not include basic architectural interiors; walls, floors or
ceilings; architectural lighting; or building infrastructure.
does not include non-interpretive fixtures or furnishings
(tables and chairs required for programs or events)
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Lagoon-Level Environmental Education Classroom      $120,000 
assumes 2,000 sf  of  covered exterior space.  Includes
flow-through 1,000 gallon “lagoon tank” live animal
exhibit (assumes mix of  concrete, fiberglass and acrylic
construction, limited underwater viewing, possible animal
contact opportunities, no life-support systems).
Includes exterior grade graphics.  does not include
non-interpretive fixtures or furnishings, or lighting.
    
Events Deck/Interpreted Views:           $60,000 
assumes approximately 2,000 sf  covered exterior
space. a mix of  rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and
simple tactile or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting
tubes or viewing aids, etc. approximately 120 lf  of  exhibit/graphic
rails at $500/lf.  mounting occurs directly to architectural rails.    
 
Interpretive Deck:             $60,000 
assumes approximately 2,000 sf  exterior space. a mix
of  rail-mounted exterior-grade graphics and simple
tactile or mechanical interactives, unmagnified sighting
tubes or viewing aids, etc. approximately 120 lf  of
exhibit/graphic rails at $500/lf. mounting occurs
directly to architectural rails.  
   
Preserve Gateways/Trailheads:         $160,000 
Four additional trailhead installations to be constructed
during this project phase. a mix of  exterior-grade
graphics and simple tactile or mechanical interactives.
does not include trail construction or site infrastructure.   
  
Interpretive Shelters/Blinds:            

$60,000
Four additional shelters or blinds to be constructed
during this project phase. a mix of  exterior-grade
graphics and unmagnified sighting tubes or viewing aids
mounted directly to architectural elements. does not include structures. 
    
Trailside Interpretation:            $30,000 
20 additional trailside interpretive units to be constructed
during this project phase. themed retail: $25,000.
assumes an additional 250 sf  of  interior retail space to
be constructed during this project phase . Includes interior
wall surfaces and graphic treatments, point of  purchase
graphics, and cash/wrap graphics. does not include retail
fixtures or furnishings, or lighting.   
  
    Interpretive total    $1,365,000 
     
     
      
 Total Construction - Phase II             $5,035,800

Phase III Cost (Construction Only)
                                                                                                                                                    
                Unit cost  Quantity  Cost   
Architecture     
Iinterior space    $385.00   5088 sf    $1,958,880 
Exterior walkways/   $150.00   2942 sf       $441,300 
porches/deck
Cistern   $10,000         1        $10,000     
      
     Total   $2,400,180 
      
Site Development     
Landscape restoration     $5,000       1 ac          $5,000 
site grading     $10,000        1 ac          $5,000 
Expanded Environmental
education center parking  $10,000  4000 sf         $10,000 
                                                                                       
     Total           $20,000 
      
Interpretation   $125,000  total         $125,000    
      
 Total Construction Cost - Phase III           $2,545,180 

    
      

Phase IV Cost  (Construction Only)
                                                                                                                                                    
      Unit cost  Quantity  Cost 
Architecture     
Interior space        $385.00  4776 sf    $1,838,760 
Exterior walkways/       $150.00  2852 lf       $427,800 
porches/deck
Cistern    $10,000.00        1 ea        $10,000     
      
      Total  $2,266,560 
      
      
Interpretation   $100,000         1  total     $100,000    
      
 Total Construction Cost - Phase IV            $2,366,560 
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7.12  Environmental Permitting Cost Estimate                 

Environmental studies required for permitting include wetlands delineation, 
functions and services assessment, threatened and endangered species 
assessment, essential fish habitat assessment, historic and cultural 
resources study, section 401 water quality certification, development of 
the conceptual mitigation plan, and other smaller studies. also included 
in this section is the doa permit application preparation and permit 
coordination. If directed by the Corps of Engineers, and Environmental 
assessment (Ea) or Environmental Impact study (EIs) may also be 
required to receive Corps approval for this project. the ultimate cost of 
this environmental work is dependent on the project specific requirements 
and the determined need for an Ea or EIs.

Environmental Permitting Cost                  $300,000 to $450,000 

7.13  Design Cost Estimates

Design Cost for Phase 1A                                                                                                           

Architecture    $80,000
Landscape Architecture   $12,500
Civil Engineering     $78,000
Interpretation    $107,800

Total Design & Permitting Cost for Phase I                   $278,300
   

Design Cost for Phase 1                                                                                                           

Architecture    $451,980
Landscape Architecture    $65,000
Civil Engineering     $239,400
Interpretation    $70,000

Total Design & Permitting Cost for Phase I                 $826,380 

Design Cost for Phase II                                                                                                           

Architecture $300,530
Landscape Architecture    $50,000
Civil Engineering     $477,750
Interpretation    $65,000

 Total Design Cost for Phase II                 $893,280

7.14  Operational Cost Estimates

Phase IA Cost - Operational Cost                  $70,000

Phase I Cost - Operational Cost               $420,800

Phase II Cost - Operational Cost               $939,600

Phase III Cost - Operational Cost            $1,644,000

Phase IV Cost - Operational Cost            $2,422,403

Fundraising and Management

Costs for the management and fundrasing for the Park & Preserve are estimated 
at between $100,00 and $250,000 per year depending on the governance 
structure employed and the staff level required. 

Implementation Strategy 

Year 1 Year 2 Construction
Environmental Studies & 

Permitting
Permitting Follow-up and 

Approval

Phase 1 Construction
$6,789,000

Phase 1 Detailed Design Phase 1 Construction 
Documents

Fundraising/Management Fundraising/Management

$844,000 – $1,194,000 $766,000-$916,000


